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Abstract. Efficient implementations of atomic objects such as concurrentstacks
and queues are especially susceptible to programming errors, and necessitate
automatic verification. Unfortunately their correctness criteria — linearizability
with respect to given ADT specifications — are hard to verify.Even on classes
of implementations where the usual temporal safety properties like control-state
reachability are decidable, linearizability is undecidable.
In this work we demonstrate that verifying linearizabilityfor certainfixedADT
specifications is reducible to control-state reachability, despite being harder forar-
bitrary ADTs. We effectuate this reduction for several of the most popular atomic
objects. This reduction yields the first decidability results for verification without
bounding the number of concurrent threads. Furthermore, itenables the applica-
tion of existing safety-verification tools to linearizability verification.

1 Introduction

Efficient implementations of atomic objects such as concurrentqueues and stacks are
difficult to get right. Their complexity arises from the conflicting design requirements
of maximizing efficiency/concurrency with preserving the appearance of atomic behav-
ior. Their correctness is captured byobservational refinement, which assures that all
behaviors of programs using these efficient implementations would also be possible
were the atomic reference implementations used instead. Linearizability [11], being an
equivalent property [7, 4], is the predominant proof technique: one shows that each con-
current execution has a linearization which is a valid sequential execution according to
a specification, given by an abstract data type (ADT) or reference implementation.

Verifying automatically3 that all executions of a given implementation are lineariz-
able with respect to a given ADT is an undecidable problem [3], even on the typical
classes of implementations for which the usual temporal safety properties are decidable,
e.g., on finite-shared-memory programs where each thread isa finite-state machine.
What makes linearization harder than typical temporal safety properties like control-
state reachability is the existential quantification of a valid linearization per execution.

In this work we demonstrate that verifying linearizabilityfor certainfixed ADTs
is reducible to control-state reachability, despite beingharder forarbitrary ADTs. We
believe that fixing the ADT parameter of the verification problem is justified, since in
practice, there are few ADTs for which specialized concurrent implementations have

⋆ This work is supported in part by the VECOLIB project (ANR-14-CE28-0018).
3 Without programmer annotation — see Section 6 for further discussion.
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been developed. We provide a methodology for carrying out this reduction, and instan-
tiate it on four ADTs: the atomic queue, stack, register, andmutex.

Our reduction to control-state reachability holds on any class of implementations
which is closed under intersection with regular languages4 and which isdata indepen-
dent— informally, that implementations can perform only read and write operations on
the data values passed as method arguments. From the ADT in question, our approach
relies on expressing its violations as a finite union of regular languages.

In our methodology, we express the atomic object specifications using inductive
rules to facilitate the incremental construction of valid executions. For instance in our
atomic queue specification, one rule specifies that a dequeueoperation returning empty
can be inserted in any execution, so long as each preceding enqueue has a correspond-
ing dequeue, also preceding the inserted empty-dequeue. This form of inductive rule
enables a locality to the reasoning of linearizability violations.

Intuitively, first we prove that a sequential execution is invalid if and only if some
subsequence could not have been produced by one of the rules.Under certain condi-
tions this result extends to concurrent executions: an execution is not linearizable if and
only if some projection of its operations cannot be linearized to a sequence produced
by one of the rules. We thus correlate the finite set of inductive rules with a finite set
of classes of non-linearizable concurrent executions. We then demonstrate that each of
these classes of non-linearizable executions is regular, which characterizes the viola-
tions of a given ADT as a finite union of regular languages. Thefact that these classes
of non-linearizable executions can be encoded as regular languages is somewhat surpris-
ing since the number of data values, and thus alphabet symbols, is, a priori, unbounded.
Our encoding thus relies on the aforementioneddata independenceproperty.

To complete the reduction to control-state reachability, we show that linearizability
is equivalent to the emptiness of the language intersectionbetween the implementa-
tion and finite union of regular violations. When the implementation is a finite-shared-
memory program with finite-state threads, this reduces to the coverability problem for
Petri nets, which is decidable, and EXPSPACE-complete.

To summarize, our contributions are:

– a generic reduction from linearizability to control-statereachability,
– its application to the atomic queue, stack, register, and mutex ADTs,
– the methodology enabling this reduction, which can be reused on other ADTs, and
– the first decidability results for linearizability withoutbounding the number of con-

current threads.

Besides yielding novel decidability results, our reduction paves the way for the applica-
tion of existing safety-verification tools to linearizability verification.

Section 2 outlines basic definitions. Section 3 describes a methodology for induc-
tive definitions of data structure specifications. In Section 4 we identify conditions un-
der which linearizability can be reduced to control-state reachability, and demonstrate
that typical atomic objects satisfy these conditions. Finally, we prove decidability of
linearizability for finite-shared-memory programs with finite-state threads in Section 5.
Proofs to technical results appear in the appendix.

4 We consider languages of well-formed method call and returnactions, e.g., for which each
return has a matching call.
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2 Linearizability

We fix a (possibly infinite) setD of data values, and a finite setM of methods. We
consider that methods have exactly one argument, or one return value. Return values
are transformed into argument values for uniformity.5 In order to differentiate methods
taking an argument (e.g., theEnq method which inserts a value into a queue) from
the other methods, we identify a subsetMin ⊆ M of input methods which do take an
argument. Amethod eventis composed of a methodm ∈ M and a data valuex ∈ D,
and is denotedm(x). We define theconcatenationof method-event sequencesu · v in
the usual way, andǫ denotes the empty sequence.

Definition 1. A sequential executionis a sequence of method events,

The projectionu|D of a sequential executionu to a subsetD ⊆ D of data values is
obtained fromu by erasing all method events with a data value not inD. The set of
projections ofu is denotedproj(u). We writeur x for the projectionu|D\{x}.

Example 1.The projectionEnq(1)Enq(2)Deq(1)Enq(3)Deq(2)Deq(3) r 1 is equal to
Enq(2)Enq(3)Deq(2)Deq(3).

We also fix an arbitrary infinite setO of operation (identifiers). Acall action is
composed of a methodm ∈ M, a data valuex ∈ D, an operationo ∈ O, and is denoted
callo m(x). Similarly, areturn actionis denotedreto m(x). The operationo is used to
match return actions to their call actions.

Definition 2. A (concurrent) executione is a sequence of call and return actions which
satisfy a well-formedness property: every return has a callaction before it in e, using
the same tuple m, x, o, and an operation o can be used only twice in e, once in a call
action, and once in a return action.

Example 2.The sequencecallo1 Enq(7)·callo2 Enq(4)·reto1 Enq(7)·reto2 Enq(4)
is an execution, whilecallo1 Enq(7) ·callo2 Enq(4) ·reto1 Enq(7) ·reto1 Enq(4) and
callo1 Enq(7) · reto1 Enq(7) · reto2 Enq(4) are not.

Definition 3. An implementationI is a set of (concurrent) executions.

Implementations represent libraries whose methods are called by external programs,
giving rise to the following closure properties [4]. In the following, c denotes a call
action,r denotes a return action,a denotes any action, ande, e′ denote executions.

– Programs can call library methods at any point in time:
e · e′ ∈ I impliese · c · e′ ∈ I so long ase · c · e′ is well formed.

– Calls can be made earlier:
e · a · c · e′ ∈ I impliese · c · a · e′ ∈ I.

5 Method return values are guessed nondeterministically, and validated at return points. This
can be handled using theassume statements of typical formal specification languages, which
only admit executions satisfying a given predicate. The argument value for methods without
argument or return values, or with fixed argument/return values, is ignored.
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– Returns been made later:
e · r · a · e′ ∈ I impliese · a · r · e′ ∈ I.

Intuitively, these properties hold because call and returnactions are not visible to the
other threads which are running in parallel.

For the remainder of this work, we consider onlycompletedexecutions, where each
call action has a corresponding return action. This simplification is sound when im-
plementation methods can always make progress in isolation[10]: formally, for any
executionewith pending operations, there exists an executione′ obtained by extending
eonly with the return actions of the pending operations ofe. Intuitively this means that
methods can always return without any help from outside threads, avoiding deadlock.

We simply reasoning on executions by abstracting them intohistories.

Definition 4. A history is a labeled partial order (O, <, l) with O ⊆ O and l : O →
M × D.

The order< is called thehappens-before relation, and we say thato1 happens before o2
wheno1 < o2. Since histories arise from executions, their happens-before relations are
interval orders[4]: for distincto1, o2, o3, o4, if o1 < o2 ando3 < o4 then eithero1 < o4,
or o3 < o2. Intuitively, this comes from the fact that concurrent threads share a notion
of global time.Dh ⊆ D denotes the set of data values appearing inh.

Thehistory of an execution eis defined as (O, <, l) where:

– O is the set of operations which appear ine,
– o1 < o2 iff the return action ofo1 is before the call action ofo2 in e,
– an operationo occurring in a call actioncallo m(x) is labeled bym(x).

Example 3.The history of the executioncallo1 Enq(7)·callo2 Enq(4)·reto1 Enq(7)·
reto2 Enq(4) is ({o1, o2}, <, l) with l(o1) = Enq(7), l(o2) = Enq(4), and with< being
the empty order relation, sinceo1 ando2 overlap.

Let h = (O, <, l) be a history andu a sequential execution of lengthn. We say thath
is linearizable with respect to u, denotedh ⊑ u, if there is a bijectionf : O→ {1, . . . , n} s.t.

– if o1 < o2 then f (o1) < f (o2),
– the method event at positionf (o) in u is l(o).

Definition 5. A history h islinearizablewith respect to a setS of sequential executions,
denoted h⊑ S, if there exists u∈ S such that h⊑ u.

A set of historiesH is linearizablewith respect toS, denotedH ⊑ S if h ⊑ S for all
h ∈ H. We extend these definitions to executions according to their histories.

A sequential executionu is said to bedifferentiatedif, for all input methodsm ∈
Min, and everyx ∈ D, there is at most one method eventm(x) in u. The subset of
differentiated sequential executions of a setS is denoted byS,. The definition extends
to (sets of) executions and histories. For instance, an execution is differentiated if for all
input methodsm ∈ Min and everyx ∈ D, there is at most one call actioncallo m(x).

Example 4.callo1 Enq(7) · callo2 Enq(7) · reto1 Enq(7) · reto2 Enq(7) is not differ-
entiated, as there are two call actions with the same input method (Enq) and the same
data value.
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A renaming r is a function fromD to D. Given a sequential execution (resp., ex-
ecution or history)u, we denote byr(u) the sequential execution (resp., execution or
history) obtained fromu by replacing every data valuex by r(x).

Definition 6. The set of sequential executions (resp., executions or histories)S is data
independentif:

– for all u ∈ S, there exists u′ ∈ S,, and a renaming r such that u= r(u′),
– for all u ∈ S and for all renaming r, r(u) ∈ S.

When checking that a data-independent implementationI is linearizable with re-
spect to a data-independent specificationS, it is enough to do so for differentiated execu-
tions [1]. Thus, in the remainder of the paper, we focus on characterizing linearizability
for differentiated executions, rather than arbitrary ones.

Lemma 1 (Abdulla et al. [1]). A data-independent implementationI is linearizable
with respect to a data-independent specificationS, if and only ifI, is linearizable with
respect toS,.

3 Inductively-Defined Data Structures

A data structureS is given syntactically as an ordered sequence of rulesR1, . . . ,Rn,
each of the formu1 · u2 · · ·uk ∈ S ∧Guard(u1, . . . , uk) ⇒ Expr(u1, . . . , uk) ∈ S, where
the variablesui are interpreted over method-event sequences, and

– Guard(u1, . . . , uk) is a conjunction of conditions onu1, . . . , uk with atoms
• ui ∈ M∗ (M ⊆ M)
• matched(m, ui)

– Expr(u1, . . . , uk) is anexpression E= a1 · a2 · · ·al where
• u1, . . . , uk appear in that order, exactly once, inE,
• eachai is either someu j, a methodm, or a Kleene closurem∗ (m∈ M),
• a methodm ∈ M appears at most once inE.

We allowk to be 0 for base rules, such asǫ ∈ S.
A conditionui ∈ M∗ (M ⊆ M) is satisfied when the methods used inui are all in

M. The predicatematched(m, ui) is satisfied when, for every method eventm(x) in ui ,
there exists another method event inui with the same data valuex.

Given a sequential executionu = u1 · . . . ·uk and an expressionE = Expr(u1, . . . , uk),
we defineJEK as the set of sequential executions which can be obtained from E by
replacing the methodsm by a method eventm(x) and the Kleene closuresm∗ by 0 or
more method eventsm(x). All method events must use the same data valuex ∈ D.

A rule R≡ u1 ·u2 · · ·uk ∈ S∧Guard(u1, . . . , uk)⇒ Expr(u1, . . . , uk) ∈ S is applied
to a sequential executionw to obtain a new sequential executionw′ from the set:

⋃

w=w1·w2···wk∧
Guard(w1,...,wk)

JExpr(w1, . . . ,wk)K
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We denote thisw
R
−→ w′. The set of sequential executionsJSK = JR1, . . . ,RnK is then

defined as the set of sequential executionsw which can be derived from the empty
word:

ǫ = w0

Ri1
−−→ w1

Ri2
−−→ w2 . . .

Ri p
−−→ wp = w,

where i1, . . . , ip is a non-decreasing sequence of integers from{1 . . . , n}. This means
that the rules must be applied in order, and each rule can be applied 0 or several times.

Below we give inductive definitions for the atomic queue and stack data structures.
Other data structures such as atomic registers and mutexes also have inductive defini-
tions, as demonstrated in the appendix.

Example 5.The queue has a methodEnqto add an element to the data structure, and a
methodDeq to remove the elements in a FIFO order. The methodDeqEmptycan only
return when the queue is empty (its parameter is not used). The only input method is
Enq. Formally,Queue is defined by the rulesR0,REnq,REnqDeqandRDeqEmpty.

R0 ≡ ǫ ∈ Queue

REnq ≡ u ∈ Queue ∧ u ∈ Enq∗ ⇒ u · Enq∈ Queue

REnqDeq≡ u · v ∈ Queue ∧ u ∈ Enq∗ ∧ v ∈ {Enq, Deq}∗ ⇒ Enq· u · Deq· v ∈ Queue

RDeqEmpty≡ u · v ∈ Queue ∧matched(Enq,u)⇒ u · DeqEmpty· v ∈ Queue

One derivation forQueue is:

ǫ ∈ Queue
REnqDeq
−−−−−→ Enq(1) · Deq(1) ∈ Queue
REnqDeq
−−−−−→ Enq(2) · Enq(1) · Deq(2) · Deq(1) ∈ Queue
REnqDeq
−−−−−→ Enq(3) · Deq(3) · Enq(2) · Enq(1) · Deq(2) · Deq(1) ∈ Queue
RDeqEmpty
−−−−−−−→ Enq(3) · Deq(3) · DeqEmpty· Enq(2) · Enq(1) · Deq(2) · Deq(1) ∈ Queue

Similarly, Stack is composed of the rulesR0,RPushPop,RPush,RPopEmpty.

R0 ≡ ǫ ∈ Stack

RPushPop≡ u · v ∈ Stack ∧matched(Push,u) ∧matched(Push, v) ∧ u, v ∈ {Push,Pop}∗

⇒ Push· u · Pop· v ∈ Stack

RPush≡ u · v ∈ Stack ∧matched(Push,u) ∧ u, v ∈ {Push,Pop}∗ ⇒ u · Push· v ∈ Stack

RPopEmpty≡ u · v ∈ Stack ∧matched(Push,u)⇒ u · PopEmpty· v ∈ Stack

We assume that the rules defining a data structureS satisfy a non-ambiguity prop-
erty stating that the last step in deriving a sequential execution inJSK is unique and it can
be effectively determined. Since we are interested in characterizing the linearizations of
a history and its projections, this property is extended to permutations of projections of
sequential executions which are admitted byS. Thus, we assume that the rules defining
a data structure arenon-ambiguous, that is:

– for all u ∈ JSK, there exists a unique rule, denoted bylast(u), that can be used as
the last step to deriveu, i.e., for every sequence of rulesRi1, . . . ,Rin leading tou,
Rin = last(u). Foru < JSK, last(u) is also defined but can be arbitrary, as there is
no derivation foru.
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– if last(u) = Ri , then for every permutationu′ ∈ JSK of a projection ofu,last(u′) =
Rj with j ≤ i. If u′ is a permutation ofu, thenlast(u′) = Ri .

Given a (completed) historyh, all theu such thath ⊑ u are permutations of one
another. The last condition of non-ambiguity thus enables us to extend the function
last to histories:last(h) is defined aslast(u) whereu is any sequential execution
such thath ⊑ u. We say thatlast(h) is the rulecorrespondingto h.

Example 6.ForQueue, we definelast for a sequential executionu as follows:

– if u contains aDeqEmptyoperation,last(u) = RDeqEmpty,
– else ifu contains aDeqoperation,last(u) = REnqDeq,
– else ifu contains onlyEnq’s, last(u) = REnq,
– else (ifu is empty),last(u) = R0.

Since the conditions we use to definelast are closed under permutations, we get that
for any permutationu2 of u, last(u) = last(u2), andlast can be extended to histories.
Therefore, the rulesR0,REnqDeq,RDeqEmptyare non-ambiguous.

4 Reducing Linearizability to State Reachability

Our end goal for this section is to show that for any data-independent implementation
I, and any specificationS satisfying several conditions defined in the following, there
exists a computable finite-state automatonA (over call and return actions) such that:

I ⊑ S ⇐⇒ I ∩A = ∅

Then, given a model ofI, the linearizability ofI is reduced to checking emptiness of
the synchronized product between the model ofI andA. The automatonA represents
(a subset of the) executions which are not linearizable withrespect toS.

The first step in proving our result is to show that, under someconditions, we can
partition the concurrent executions which are not linearizable with respect toS into a
finite number of classes. Intuitively, each non-linearizable execution must correspond
to a violation for one of the rules in the definition ofS.

We identify a property, which we callstep-by-step linearizability, which is suffi-
cient to obtain this characterization. Intuitively, step-by-step linearizability enables us
to build a linearization for an executione incrementally, using linearizations of projec-
tions ofe.

The second step is to show that, for each class of violations (i.e., with respect to a
specific ruleRi), we can build a regular automatonAi such that: a) when restricted to
well-formed executions,Ai recognizes a subset of this class; b) each non-linearizable
execution has a corresponding execution, obtained by data independence, accepted by
Ai . If such an automaton exists, we say thatRi is co-regular(formally defined later in
this section).

We prove that, provided these two properties hold, we have the equivalence men-
tioned above, by definingA as the union of theAi ’s built for each ruleRi .
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4.1 Reduction to a Finite Number of Classes of Violations

Our goal here is to give a characterization of the sequentialexecutions which belong to
a data structure, as well as to give a characterization of theconcurrent executions which
are linearizable with respect to the data structure. This characterization enables us to
classify the linearization violations into a finite number of classes.

Our characterization relies heavily on the fact that the data structures we consider
areclosed under projection, i.e., for allu ∈ S,D ⊆ D, we haveu|D ∈ S. The reason for
this is that the guards used in the inductive rules are closedunder projection.

Lemma 2. Any data structureS defined in our framework is closed under projection.

A sequential executionu is said tomatcha ruleR with conditionsGuard if there
exist a data valuex and sequential executionsu1, . . . , uk such thatu can be written as
JExpr(u1, . . . , uk)K, wherex is the data value used for the method events, and such that
Guard(u1, . . . , uk) holds. We callx thewitnessof the decomposition. We denote byMR
the set of sequential executions which matchR, and we call it thematching setof R.

Example 7. MREnqDeqis the set of sequential executions of the formEnq(x)·u·Deq(x)·v
for somex ∈ D, and withu ∈ Enq∗.

Lemma 3. Let S = R1, . . . ,Rn be a data structure and u a differentiated sequential
execution. Then,

u ∈ S ⇐⇒ proj(u) ⊆
⋃

i∈{1,...,n}

MRi

This characterization enables us to get rid of the recursion, so that we only have to
check non-recursive properties. We want a similar lemma to characterizee ⊑ S for an
executione. This is where we introduce the notion ofstep-by-step linearizability, as the
lemma will hold under this condition.

Definition 7. A data structureS = R1, . . . ,Rn is said be tostep-by-step linearizableif
for any differentiated execution e, if e is linearizable w.r.t. MRi with witness x, we have:

er x ⊑ JR1, . . . ,RiK =⇒ e⊑ JR1, . . . ,RiK

This notion applies to the usual data structures, as shown bythe following lemma.
The generic schema we use is the following: we letu′ ∈ JR1, . . . ,RiK be a sequential
execution such thater x ⊑ u′ and build a graphG from u′, whose acyclicity implies
thate⊑ JR1, . . . ,RiK. Then, we show that we can always chooseu′ so thatG is acyclic.

Lemma 4. Queue, Stack, Register, andMutex are step-by-step linearizable.

Intuitively, step-by-step linearizability will help us prove the right-to-left direction
of Lemma 5 by allowing us to build a linearization fore incrementally, from the lin-
earizations of projections ofe.
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Lemma 5. Let S be a data structure with rules R1, . . . ,Rn. Let e be a differentiated
execution. IfS is step-by-step linearizable, we have (for any j):

e⊑ JR1, . . . ,RjK ⇐⇒ proj(e) ⊑
⋃

i≤ j

MRi

Thanks to Lemma 5, if we’re looking for an executione which is not linearizable
w.r.t. some data-structureS, we must prove thatproj(e) @

⋃
i MRi , i.e., we must find a

projectione′ ∈ proj(e) which is not linearizable with respect to anyMRi (e′ @
⋃

i MRi).
This is challenging as it is difficult to check that an execution is not linearizable

w.r.t. a union of sets simultaneously. Using non-ambiguity, we simplify this check by
making it more modular, so that we only have to check one setMRi at a time.

Lemma 6. Let S be a data structure with rules R1, . . . ,Rn. Let e be a differentiated
execution. IfS is step-by-step linearizable, we have:

e⊑ S ⇐⇒ ∀e′ ∈ proj(e). e′ ⊑ MR where R= last(e′)

Lemma 6 gives us the finite kind of violations that we mentioned in the beginning
of the section. More precisely, if we negate both sides of theequivalence, we have:
e @ S ⇐⇒ ∃e′ ∈ proj(e). e′ @ MR. This means that whenever an execution is
not linearizable w.r.t.S, there can be only finitely reasons, namely there must exist a
projection which is not linearizable w.r.t. the matching set of its corresponding rule.

4.2 Regularity of Each Class of Violations

Our goal is now to construct, for eachR, an automatonA which recognizes (a subset
of) the executionse, which have a projectione′ such thate′ @ MR. More precisely, we
want the following property.

Definition 8. A rule R is said to beco-regularif we can build an automatonA such
that, for any data-independent implementationI, we have:

A∩ I , ∅ ⇐⇒ ∃e ∈ I,, e
′ ∈ proj(e). last(e′) = R∧ e′ @ MR

A data structureS is co-regularif all of its rules are co-regular.

Formally, the alphabet ofA is {call m(x) |m ∈ M, x ∈ D}∪{ret m(x) |m ∈ M, x ∈ D}
for a finite subsetD ⊆ D. The automaton doesn’t read operation identifiers, thus, when
taking the intersection withI, we ignore them.

Lemma 7. Queue, Stack, Register, andMutex are co-regular.

Proof. To illustrate this lemma, we sketch the proof for the ruleRDeqEmptyof Queue.
The complete proof of the lemma can be found in the extended version of this paper.

We prove in the appendix (Corollary 1) that a history has a projection such that
last(h′) = RDeqEmptyandh′ @ MRDeqEmptyif and only if it has aDeqEmptyoperation
which iscoveredby other operations, as depicted in Fig. 1. The automatonARDeqEmpty in
Fig. 2 recognizes such violations.
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DeqEmpty(2)

Enq(1)

Enq(1)

Enq(1)

Enq(1)

Deq(1)

Deq(1)

Deq(1)

Deq(1)

Fig. 1. A four-pair RDeqEmptyviolation.
Lemma 19 demonstrates that this pat-
tern with arbitrarily-many pairs is reg-
ular.

q0

q1 q2

q3

q4

M(3)

M(3) M(3)

M(3)

M(3)

call Enq(1)

ret Enq(1)

call DeqEmpty(2) ret DeqEmpty(2)

ret Enq(1)
call Deq(1)

Fig. 2. An automaton recognizingRDeqEmpty viola-
tions, for which the queue is non-empty, with data
value 1, for the span ofDeqEmpty. We assume all
call Enq(1) actions occur initially without loss of
generality due to implementations’ closure properties.

LetI be any data-independent implementation. We show that

ARDeqEmpty∩ I , ∅ ⇐⇒ ∃e ∈ I,, e
′ ∈ proj(e). last(e′) = RDeqEmpty∧ e′ @ MRDeqEmpty

(⇒) Let e ∈ I be an execution which is accepted byARDeqEmpty. By data independence,
let e, ∈ I andr a renaming such thate= r(e,). Let d1, . . . , dm be the data values which
are mapped to value 1 byr.

Let d be the data value which is mapped to value 2 byr. Let o the DeqEmpty
operation with data valued. By construction of the automaton we can prove thato is
covered byd1, . . . , dm, and using Corollary 1, conclude thath has a projection such that
last(h′) = RDeqEmptyandh′ @ MRDeqEmpty.

(⇐) Let e, ∈ I, such that there is a projectione′ such thatlast(e′) = RDeqEmpty

ande′ @ MRDeqEmpty. Let d1, . . . , dm be the data values given by Corollary 1, and letd
be the data value corresponding to theDeqEmptyoperation.

Without loss of generality, we can always choose the cycle sothatEnq(di) doesn’t
happen beforeDeq(di−2) (if it does, dropdi−1).

Let r be the renaming which mapsd1, . . . , dm to 1,d to 2, and all other values to 3.
Let e= r(e,). The executione can be recognized by automatonARDeqEmpty, and belongs
toI by data independence.

When we have a data structure which is both step-by-step linearizable and co-
regular, we can make a linear time reduction from the verification of linearizability
with respect toS to a reachability problem, as illustrated in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. Let S be a step-by-step linearizable and co-regular data structure and
let I be a data-independent implementation. There exists a regular automatonA such
that:

I ⊑ S ⇐⇒ I ∩A = ∅

5 Decidability and Complexity of Linearizability

Theorem 1 implies that the linearizability problem with respect to any step-by-step lin-
earizable and co-regular specification is decidable for anydata-independent implemen-
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tation for which checking the emptiness of the intersectionwith finite-state automata is
decidable. Here, we give a classC of data-independent implementations for which the
latter problem, and thus linearizability, is decidable.

Each method of an implementation inC manipulates a finite number of local vari-
ables which store Boolean values, or data values fromD. Methods communicate through
a finite number of shared variables that also store Boolean values, or data values from
D. Data values may be assigned, but never used in program predicates (e.g., in the
conditions ofif andwhile statements) so as to ensure data independence. This class
captures typical implementations, or finite-state abstractions thereof, e.g., obtained via
predicate abstraction.

LetI be an implementation from classC. The automataA constructed in the proof
of Lemma 7 use only data values 1, 2, and 3. Checking emptinessof I ∩ A is thus
equivalent to checking emptiness ofI3 ∩ A with the three-valued implementation
I3 = {e ∈ I | e= e|{1,2,3}}. The setI3 can be represented by a Petri net since bounding
data values allows us to represent each thread with a finite-state machine. Intuitively,
each token in the Petri net represents another thread. The number of threads can be
unbounded since the number of tokens can. Places count the number of threads in each
control location, which includes a local-variable valuation. Each shared variable also
has one place per value to store its current valuation.

Emptiness of the intersection with regular automata reduces to the EXPSPACE-
complete coverability problem for Petri nets. Limiting verification to a bounded number
of threads lowers the complexity of coverability to PSPACE [6]. The hardness part
of Theorem 2 comes from the hardness of state reachability infinite-state concurrent
programs.

Theorem 2. Verifying linearizability of an implementation inC with respect to a step-
by-step linearizable and co-regular specification is PSPACE-complete for a fixed num-
ber of threads, and EXPSPACE-complete otherwise.

6 Related Work

Several works investigate the theoretical limits of linearizability verification. Verifying
a single execution against an arbitrary ADT specification isNP-complete [8]. Verify-
ing all executions of a finite-state implementation againstan arbitrary ADT specifica-
tion (given as a regular language) is EXPSPACE-complete when program threads are
bounded [2, 9], and undecidable otherwise [3].

Existing automated methods for proving linearizability ofan atomic object imple-
mentation are also based on reductions to safety verification [1, 10, 12]. Vafeiadis [12]
considers implementations where operation’slinearization pointsare fixed to particular
source-code locations. Essentially, this approach instruments the implementation with
ghost variables simulating the ADT specification at linearization points. This approach
is incomplete since not all implementations have fixed linearization points. Aspect-
oriented proofs [10] reduce linearizability to the verification of four simpler safety prop-
erties. However, this approach has only been applied to queues, and has not produced a
fully automated and complete proof technique. Dodds et al. [5] prove linearizability of
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stack implementations with an automated proof assistant. Their approach does not lead
to full automation however, e.g., by reduction to safety verification.

7 Conclusion

We have demonstrated a linear-time reduction from linearizability for fixed ADT spec-
ifications to control-state reachability, and the application of this reduction to atomic
queues, stacks, registers, and mutexes. Besides yielding novel decidability results, our
reduction enables the use of existing safety-verification tools for linearizability. While
this work only applies the reduction to these four objects, our methodology also applies
to other typical atomic objects including semaphores and sets. Although this method-
ology currently does not capture priority queues, which arenot data independent, we
believe our approach can be extended to include them. We leave this for future work.
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8 Appendix

8.1 Examples

For all examples, the domainD is the set of natural numbersN.

Stack Definition of the functionlast for a sequential executionu:

– if u contains aPopEmptyoperation,last(u) = RPopEmpty,
– else ifu contains an unmatchedPushoperation,last(u) = RPush,
– else ifu contains aPopoperation,last(u) = RPushPop,
– else (ifu is empty),last(u) = R0.

Register The register has a methodWrite used to write a data-value, and a method
Readwhich returns the last written value. The only input method isWrite. Its rules are
R0 andRWR:

R0 ≡ ǫ ∈ Register

RWR≡ u ∈ Register⇒Write · Read∗ · u ∈ Register

Definition of the functionlast for a sequential executionu:

– if u is not empty,last(u) = RWR,
– else,last(u) = R0.

Mutex (Lock) The mutex has a methodLock, used to take ownership of theMutex,
and a methodUnlock, to release it. The only input method isLock. It is composed of
the rulesR0,RLock andRLU :

R0 ≡ ǫ ∈ Mutex

RLock ≡ Lock∈ Mutex

RLU ≡ u ∈ Mutex⇒ Lock· Unlock· u ∈ Mutex

In practice,LockandUnlockmethods do not have a parameter. Here, the parameter
represents aghost variablewhich helps us relateUnlock to their correspondingLock.
Any implementation will be data independent with respect tothese ghost variables.

Definition of the functionlast for a sequential executionu:

– if u contains anUnlockoperation,last(u) = RLU ,
– else ifu is not empty,last(u) = RLock,
– else,last(u) = R0.
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8.2 Proofs of Section 4

Lemma 1 (Abdulla et al. [1]). A data-independent implementationI is linearizable
with respect to a data-independent specificationS, if and only ifI, is linearizable with
respect toS,.

Proof. (⇒) Let ebe a (differentiated) execution inI,. By assumption, it is linearizable
with respect to a sequential executionu in S, and the bijection between the operations
of e and the method events ofu, ensures thatu is differentiated and belongs toS,.

(⇐) Let e be an execution inI. By data independence ofI, we know there exists
e, ∈ I, and a renamingr such thatr(e,) = e. By assumption,e, is linearizable with
respect to a sequential executionu, ∈ S,. We defineu = r(u,), and know by data
independence ofS thatu ∈ S. Moreover, we can use the same bijection used fore, ⊑ u,
to prove thate⊑ u.

Lemma 2. Any data structureS defined in our framework is closed under projection.

Proof. Let u ∈ S and letD ⊆ D. Sinceu ∈ S, there is a sequence of applications of rules
starting from the empty wordǫ which can deriveu. We remove from this derivation
all the rules corresponding to a data-valuex < D, and we project all the sequential
executions appearing in the derivation on theD. Since the predicates which appear in
the conditions are all closed under projection, the derivation remains valid, and proves
thatu|D ∈ S.

Lemma 3. Let S = R1, . . . ,Rn be a data structure and u a differentiated sequential
execution. Then,

u ∈ S ⇐⇒ proj(u) ⊆
⋃

i∈{1,...,n}

MRi

Proof. (⇒) Using Lemma 2, we know thatS is closed under projection. Thus, any
projection of a sequential executionu of S is itself in S and has to match one of the
rulesR1, . . . ,Rn.

(⇐) By induction on the size ofu. We knowu ∈ proj(u), so it can be decomposed
to satisfy the conditionsGuard of some ruleR of S. The recursive condition is then
verified by induction.

Lemma 5. Let S be a data structure with rules R1, . . . ,Rn. Let e be a differentiated
execution. IfS is step-by-step linearizable, we have (for any j):

e⊑ JR1, . . . ,RjK ⇐⇒ proj(e) ⊑
⋃

i≤ j

MRi

Proof. (⇒) We know there existsu ∈ S such thate⊑ u. Each projectione′ of e can be
linearized with respect to some projectionu′ of u, which belongs to

⋃
i MRi according

to Lemma 3.
(⇐) By induction on the size ofe. We knowe ∈ proj(e) so it can be linearized with

respect to a sequential executionu matching some ruleRk (k < j) with some witnessx.
Let e′ = er x.
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SinceS is non-ambiguous, we know that no projection ofe can be linearized to a
matching setMRi with i > k, and in particular no projection ofe′. Thus, we deduce that
proj(e′) ⊑

⋃
i≤k MRi , and conclude by induction thate′ ⊑ JR1, . . . ,RkK.

We finally use the fact thatS is step-by-step linearizable to deduce thate⊑ JR1, . . . ,RkK
ande⊑ JR1, . . . ,RjK becausek < j.

Lemma 6. Let S be a data structure with rules R1, . . . ,Rn. Let e be a differentiated
execution. IfS is step-by-step linearizable, we have:

e⊑ S ⇐⇒ ∀e′ ∈ proj(e). e′ ⊑ MR where R= last(e′)

Proof. (⇒) Lete′ ∈ proj(e). By Lemma 5, we know thate′ is linearizable with respect to
MRi for somei. SinceS is non-ambiguous,last(e′) is the only rule such thate′ ⊑ MR
can hold, which ends this part of the proof.

(⇐) Particular case of Lemma 5.

Theorem 1. Let S be a step-by-step linearizable and co-regular data structure and
let I be a data-independent implementation. There exists a regular automatonA such
that:

I ⊑ S ⇐⇒ I ∩A = ∅

Proof. Let A1, . . . ,An be the regular automata used to show thatR1, . . . ,Rn are co-
regular, and letA be the (non-deterministic) union of theAi ’s.

(⇒) Assume there exists an executione ∈ I ∩ A. For somei, e ∈ Ai . From the
definition of “co-regular”, we deduce that there existse′ ∈ proj(e) such thate′ @ MRi ,
whereRi is the rule corresponding toe′. By Lemma 6,e is not linearizable with respect
toS.

(⇐) Assume there exists an executione ∈ I which is not linearizable with respect
to S. By Lemma 6, it has a projectione′ ∈ proj(e) such thate′ @ MRi , whereRi is the
rule corresponding toe′. By definition of “co-regular”, this means thatI∩Ai , ∅, and
thatI ∩A , ∅.

8.3 Step-by-step Linearizability

Lemma 4. Queue, Stack, Register, andMutex are step-by-step linearizable.

Proof. Even though we do not have a unique proof that the data structures are step-
by-step linearizable, we have a model of proof which is generic, which we use for each
data structure. The generic schema we use is the following: we letu′ ∈ JR1, . . . ,RiK be a
sequential execution such thathr x ⊑ u′ and build a graphG from u′, whose acyclicity
implies thath ⊑ JR1, . . . ,RiK. Then we show that we can always chooseu′ so that this
G is acyclic.

For better readability we make a sublemma per data structure.

Lemma 8. Queue is step-by-step linearizable.
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Proof. Let h be a differentiated history, andu a sequential execution such thath ⊑ u.
We have three cases to consider:

1) u matchesREnq with witnessx: let h′ = hr x and assumeh′ ⊑ JR0,REnqK. Sinceu
matchesREnq, we knowh only containEnqoperations. The setJR0,REnqK is composed
of the sequential executions formed by repeating theEnqmethod events, which means
thath ⊑ JR0,REnqK.

2)umatchesREnqDeqwith witnessx: leth′ = hrxand assumeh′ ⊑ JR0,REnq,REnqDeqK.
Let u′ ∈ JR0,REnq,REnqDeqK such thath′ ⊑ u′. We define a graphG whose nodes are the
operations ofh and there is an edge from operationo1 to o2 if

1. o1 happens-beforeo2 in h,
2. the method event corresponding too1 in u′ is before the one corresponding too2,
3. o1 = Enq(x) ando2 is any other operation,
4. o1 = Deq(x) ando2 is any otherDeqoperation.

If G is acyclic, any total order compatible withG forms a sequenceu2 such thath ⊑ u2

and such thatu2 can be built fromu′ by addingEnq(x) at the beginning andDeq(x) be-
fore all Deqmethod events. Thus,u2 ∈ JR0,REnq,REnqDeqK andh ⊑ JR0,REnq,REnqDeqK.

Assume thatG has a cycle, and consider a cycleC of minimal size. We show that
there is only one kind of cycle possible, and that this cycle can be avoided by choosingu′

appropriately. Such a cycle can only contain one happens-before edge (edges of type 1),
because if there were two, we could apply the interval order property to reduce the cycle.
Similarly, since the order imposed byu′ is a total order, it also satisfies the interval order
property, meaning thatC can only contain one edge of type 2.

Moreover,C can also contain only one edge of type 3, otherwise it would have to
go throughEnq(x) more than once. Similarly, it can contain only one edge of type 4. It
cannot contain a type 3 edgeEnq(x)→ o1 at the same time as a type 4 edgeDeq(x)→
o2, because we could shortcut the cycle by a type 3 edgeEnq(x)→ o2.

Finally, it cannot be a cycle of size 2. For instance, a type 2 edge cannot form a
cycle with a type 1 edge becauseh′ ⊑ u′. The only form of cycles left are the two cycles
of size 3 where:

– Enq(x) is beforeo1 (type 3),o1 is beforeo2 in u′ (type 2), ando2 happens-before
Enq(x): this is not possible, becauseh is linearizable with respect tou which
matchesREnqDeq with x as a witness. This means thatu starts with the method
eventEnq(x), and that no operation can happen-beforeEnq(x) in h.

– Deq(x) is beforeo1 (type 4),o1 is beforeo2 in u′ (type 2), ando2 happens-before
Deq(x): by definition, we know thato1 is a Deq operation; moreover, sinceh is
linearizable with respect tou which matchesREnqDeq with x as a witness, noDeq
operation can happen-beforeDeq(x) in h, ando2 is anEnqoperation (orEnq). Let
d1, d2 ∈ D such thatDeq(d1) = o1 andEnq(d2) = o2.
Sinceo1 is beforeo2 in u′, we know thatd1 andd2 must be different. Moreover,
there is no happens-before edge fromo1 to o2, or otherwise, by transitivity of the
happens-before relation, we’d have a cycle of size 2 betweeno1 andDeq(x).
Assume without loss of generality thato1 is the rightmostDeqmethod event which
is beforeo2 in u′, and leto1

2, . . . , o
s
2 be theEnq(or Enq) method events betweeno1

ando2. There is no happens-before edgeo1 ≤hb oi
2, because by applying the interval
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order property with the other happens-before edgeo2 ≤hb Deq(x), we’d either have
o1 ≤hb Deq(x) (forming a cycle of size 2) oro2 ≤hb oi

2 (not possible becauseh′ ⊑ u′

andoi
2 is beforeo2 in u′).

Let u′2 be the sequenceu′ whereDeq(x) has been moved aftero2. Since we know
there is no happens-before edge fromDeq(x) to oi

2 or to o2, we can deduce that:
h′ ⊑ u′2. Moreover, if we consider the sequence of deductions which proves that
u′ ∈ JR0,REnq,REnqDeqK, we can alter it when we insert the pairEnq(d1) ando1 =

Deq(d1) by insertingo1 after theoi
2’s and aftero2, instead of before (the conditions

of the ruleREnqDeqallow it).

This concludes case 2), as we’re able to chooseu′ so thatG is acyclic, and prove that
h ⊑ JR0,REnq,REnqDeqK.

3) u matchesRDeqEmptywith witnessx: let o be theDeqEmptyoperation correspond-
ing to the witness. Leth′ = hr x and assumeh′ ⊑ Queue. Let L be the set of operations
which are beforeo in u, andR the ones which are after. LetDL be the data-values ap-
pearing inL andDR be the data-values appearing inR. Sinceu matchesRDeqEmpty, we
know thatL contains no unmatched Enq operations.

Let u′ ∈ Queue such thath′ ⊑ u′. Let u′L = u′|DL andu′R = u′|DR. SinceQueue
is closed under projection,u′L, u

′
R ∈ Queue. Let u2 = u′L · o · u

′
R. We can show that

u2 ∈ Queue by using the derivations ofu′L andu′R. Intuitively, this is becauseQueue is
closed under concatenation when the left-hand sequential execution has no unmatched
Enq method event, likeu′L.

Moreover, we haveh ⊑ u2, as shown in the following. We define a graphG whose
nodes are the operations ofh and there is an edge from operationo1 to o2 if

1. o1 happens-beforeo2 in h,
2. the method event corresponding too1 in u2 is before the one corresponding too2.

Assume there is a cycle inG, meaning there existso1, o2 such thato1 happens-before
o2 in h, but the corresponding method events are in the opposite order inu2.

– If o1, o2 ∈ L, or o1, o2 ∈ R, this contradictsh′ ⊑ u′.
– If o1 ∈ Rando2 ∈ L, this contradictsh ⊑ u.
– If o1 ∈ Rando2 = o, or if o1 = o ando2 ∈ L, this contradictsh ⊑ u.

This shows thath ⊑ u2. Thus, we haveh ⊑ Queue and concludes the proof that the
Queue is step-by-step linearizable.

Lemma 9. Stack is step-by-step linearizable.

Proof. Let h be a differentiated history, andu a sequential execution such thath ⊑ u.
We have three cases to consider:

1) (very similar to case 3 of theQueue) u matchesRPushPopwith witnessx: let a
andb be respectively the Push and Pop operations corresponding to the witness. Let
h′ = hr x and assumeh′ ⊑ JRPushPopK. Let L be the set of operations which are before
b in u, andR the ones which are after. LetDL be the data-values appearing inL andDR

be the data-values appearing inR. Sinceu matchesRPushPop, we know thatL contains
no unmatched Push operations.
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Let u′ ∈ JRPushPopK such thath′ ⊑ u′. Letu′L = u′|DL andu′R = u′|DR. SinceJRPushPopK
is closed under projection,u′L, u

′
R ∈ JRPushPopK. Let u2 = a · u′L · b · u

′
R. We can show that

u2 ∈ JRPushPopK by using the derivations ofu′L andu′R.
Moreover, we haveh ⊑ u2, because if the total order ofu2 didn’t respect the happens-

before relation ofu2, it could only be because of four reasons, all leading to a contradic-
tion:

– the violation is between twoL operations or twoRoperations, contradictingh′ ⊑ u′

– the violation is between aL and anRoperation, contradictingh ⊑ u
– the violation is betweenb and another operation, contradictingh ⊑ u
– the violation is betweena and another operation contradictingh ⊑ u

This shows thath ⊑ JRPushPopK and concludes case 1.
2) u matchesRPushwith witnessx: similar to case 1
3) u matchesRPopEmptywith witnessx: identical to case 3 of theQueue

Lemma 10. Register is step-by-step linearizable.

Proof. Let h be a differentiated history, andu a sequential execution such thath ⊑ u and
such thatu matches the ruleRWR with witnessx. Let a andb1, . . . , bs be respectively
theWrite andRead’s operations ofh corresponding to the witness.

Let h′ = h r x and assumeh′ ⊑ JRWRK. Let u′ ∈ JRWRK such thath′ ⊑ u′. Let
u2 = a · b1 · b2 · · ·bs · u′. By using ruleRWR on u′, we haveu2 ∈ JRWRK. Moreover, we
prove thath ⊑ u2 by contradiction. Assume that the total order imposed byu2 doesn’t
respect the happens-before relation ofh. All three cases are not possible:

– the violation is between twou′ operations, contradictingh′ ⊑ u′,
– the violation is betweena and another operation, i.e., there is an operationo which

happens-beforea in h, contradictingh ⊑ u,
– the violation is between somebi and au′ operation, i.e., there is an operationo

which happens’beforebi in h, contradictingh ⊑ u.

Thus, we haveh ⊑ u2 andh ⊑ JRWRK, which ends the proof.

Lemma 11. Mutex is step-by-step linearizable.

Proof. Identical to theRegister proof, expect there is only one Unlock operation (b),
instead of several Read operations (b1, . . . , bs).

8.4 Regularity

Lemma 7. Queue, Stack, Register, andMutex are co-regular.

Proof. We have a generic schema to build the automaton, which is firstto characterize
a violation by the existence of a cycle of some kind, and then build an automaton rec-
ognizing such cycles. For some of the rules, we prove that these cycles can always be
bounded, thanks to asmall model property. For the others, even though the cycles can
be unbounded, we can still build an automaton
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(Queue) The empty automaton proves thatR0 andREnq are regular, as there is no
executione′ such thatlast(e′) = R ande′ @ MR for R ∈ {R0,REnq}. The proofs for
REnqDeqandRDeqEmptyare more complicated and can be found respectively in Lemma 16
and Lemma 19

(Stack) The proofs can be found in Appendix 8.7.
(Register andMutex) Similarly to the ruleREnqDeq, we can reprove Lemma 12 (with

sublemmas 13, 14 and 15) to get a small model property, and build an automaton for
the small violations.

8.5 Regularity of REnqDeq

Lemma 12. Given a history h, if∀d1, d2 ∈ Dh, h|{d1,d2} ⊑ REnqDeq, then h⊑ REnqDeq.

Proof. We first identify constraints which are sufficient to prove thath ⊑ REnqDeq.

Lemma 13. Let h be a history and x a data value ofDh. If Enq(x) ≯ Deq(x), and for all
operations o, we have Enq(x) ≯ o, and for all Deq operations o, we have Deq(x) ≯ o,
then h is linearizable with respect to MREnqDeq

Proof. We define a graphG whose nodes are the element ofh, and whose edges include
both the happens-before relation as well as the constraintsdepicted given by the Lemma.
G is acyclic by assumption and any total order compatible withG corresponds to a
linearization ofh which is inMREnqDeq.

Givend1, d2 ∈ Dh, we denote byd1 Wh,MR d2 the fact thath|{d1,d2} is linearizable
with respect toR, by usingd1 as a witness for the existentially quantifiedx variable. We
reduce the notation tod1 W d2 when the context is not ambigious.

First, we show that if the same data value can be used as a witness for x for all
projections of size 2, then we can linearize the whole history (using this same data
value as a witness).

Lemma 14. For d1 ∈ Dh, if ∀d , d1, d1 W d, then h⊑ MREnqDeq.

Proof. Since∀d , d1, d1 W d, the happens-before relation ofh respects the constraints
given byLemma13, and we can conclude thath ⊑ MREnqDeq.

Next, we show the key characterization, which enables us to reduce non-linearizability
with respect toMREnqDeq to the existence of a cycle in the✚✚W relation.

Lemma 15. If h @ MREnqDeq, then h has a cycle d1✚✚W d2✚✚W . . . ✚✚W dm✚✚W d1

Proof. Let d1 ∈ Dh. By Lemma 14, we know there existsd2 ∈ Dh such thatd1 ✚✚W d2.
Likewise, we know there existsd3 ∈ Dh such thatd2 ✚✚W d3. We continue this construc-
tion until we form a cycle.

We can now prove the small model property. Assumeh @ R. By Lemma 15, it has
a cycled1 ✚✚W d2 ✚✚W . . . ✚✚W dm ✚✚W d1. If there exists a data-valuex such thatDeq(x)
happens-beforeEnq(x), thenh|{x} @ REnqDeq, which contradicts our assumptions.
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For eachi, there are two possible reasons for whichdi ✚✚W d(i mod m)+1. The first one
is thatEnq(di) is not minimal in the subhistory of size 2 (reason (a)). The second one is
thatDeqdi is not minimal with respect to theDeqoperations (reason (b)).

We label each edge of our cycle by either (a) or (b), dependingon which one is
true (if both are true, pick arbitrarily). Then, using the interval order property, we have
that, if di ✚✚W d(i mod m)+1 for reason (a), andd j ✚✚W d( j mod m)+1 for reason (a) as well, then
eitherdi ✚✚W d( j mod m)+1, or d j ✚✚W d(i mod m)+1 (for reason (a)). This enables us to reduce
the cycle and leave only one edge for reason (a).

We show the same property for (b). This allows us to reduce thecycle to a cycle
of size 2 (one edge for reason (a), one edge for reason (b)). Ifd1 andd2 are the two
data-values appearing in the cycle, we have:h|{d1,d2} @ REnqDeq, which is a contradiction
as well.

Lemma 16. The rule REnqDeq is co-regular.

Proof. We prove in Lemma 12 that a differentiated historyh has a projectionh′ such
thatlast(h′) = REnqDeqandh′ @ MREnqDeq if and only if it has such a projection on 1
or 2 data-values. Violations of histories with two values are: i) there is a valuex such
thatDeq(x) happens-beforeEnq(x) (or Enq(x) doesn’t exist in the history) orii ) there
are two operationsDeq(x) in h or, iii ) there are two valuesx andy such thatEnq(x)
happens-beforeEnq(y), andDeq(y) happens-beforeDeq(x) (Deq(x) doesn’t exist in the
history).

The automatonAREnqDeq in Fig. 3 recognizes all such small violations (top branch
for i, middle branch forii , bottom branch foriii ).

LetI be any data-independent implementation. We show that

AREnqDeq∩ I , ∅ ⇐⇒ ∃e ∈ I,, e
′ ∈ proj(e). last(e′) = REnqDeq∧ e′ @ MREnqDeq

(⇒) Let e ∈ I be an execution which is accepted byAREnqDeq. By data independence,
let e, ∈ I r a renaming such thate = r(e,), and assume without loss of generality
that r doesn’t rename the data-values 1 and 2. Ife is accepted by the top or middle
branch ofAREnqDeq, we can projecte, on value 1 to obtain a projectione′ such that
last(e′) = REnqDeqande′ @ MREnqDeq. Likewise, ife is accepted by the bottom branch,
we can projecte, on{1, 2}, and obtain again a projectione′ such thatlast(e′) = REnqDeq

ande′ @ MREnqDeq.
(⇐) Let e, ∈ I, such that there is a projectione′ such thatlast(e′) = REnqDeqand

e′ @ MREnqDeq. As recalled at the beginning of the proof, we knowe, has to contain a
violation of typei, ii , or ii . If it is of type i or ii , we define the renamingr, which maps
x to 1, and all other data-values to 2. The executionr(e,) can then be recognized by the
top or middle branch ofAREnqDeq and belongs toI by data independence.

Likewise, if it is of typeiii , r will map x to 1, andy to 2, and all other data-values
to 3, so thatr(e,) can be recognized by the bottom branch ofAREnqDeq.

8.6 Regularity of RDeqEmpty

We first define the notion ofgap, which intuitively corresponds to a point in an execution
where theQueue could be empty.
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Definition 9. Let h be a differentiated history and o an operation of h. We say that h has
a gap on operationo if there is a partition of the operations of h into L⊎R satisfying:

– L has no unmatched Enq operation, and
– no operation of R happens-before an operation of L or o, and
– no operation of L happens-after o.

Lemma 17. A differentiated history h has a projection h′ such thatlast(h′) = RDeqEmpty

and h′ @ MRDeqEmpty if and only there exists a DeqEmpty operation o in h such that
there is no gap on o.

Proof. (⇒) Assume there exists a projectionh′ such thatlast(h′) = RDeqEmpty and
h′ @ MRDeqEmpty. Let o be aDeqEmptyoperation inh′ (exists by definition oflast).

Assume by contradiction that there is a gap ono. By the properties of the gap, we
can linearizeh′ into a sequential executionu · o · v whereu andv respectively contain
theL andR operations of the partition.

(⇐) Assume there exists aDeqEmptyoperationo in h such that there is no gap on
o. Leth′ be the projection which contains all the operations ofh as well aso, except the
otherDeqEmptyoperations.

Assume by contradiction that there exists a sequential execution w ∈ MRDeqEmpty

such thath′ ⊑ w. By definition ofMRDeqEmpty, w can be decomposed intou · o · v such
thatu has no unmatched operation. LetL be the operations ofu, andR the operation of
v. Sinceh′ ⊑ w, the partitionL ⊎R forms a gap on operationo.

We exploit the characterization of Lemma 17 by showing how wecan recognize
the existence of gaps in the next two lemmas. First, we define the notion ofleft-right
constraintsof an operation, and show that this constraints have a solution if and only if
there is a gap on the operation.

Definition 10. Let h be a distinguished history, and o an operation of h. The left-right
constraints of o is the graph G where:

– the nodes areDh, the data-values of h, to which we add a node for o,
– there is an edge from data-value d1 to o if Enq(d1) happens-before o,
– there is an edge from o to data-value d1 if o happens-before Deq(d1),
– there is an edge from data-value d1 to d2 if Enq(d1) happens before Deq(d2).

Lemma 18. Let h be a differentiated history and o an operation of h. Let G be the
graph representing the left-right constraints of o. There is a gap on o if and only if G
has no cycle going through o.

Proof. (⇒) Assume that there is a gap on o, and let L⊎R be a partition corresponding
to the gap. Assume by contradiction there is a cycle dm → · · · → d1 → o → dm in G
(which goes through o). By definition of G, and since o→ dm, and by definition of a
gap, we know that all operations with data-value dm must be in R. Since dm → dm−1,
the operations with data-value dm−1 must be in R as well. We iterate this reasoning until
we deduce that d1 must be in R, contradicting the fact that d1→ o.

(⇐) Assume there is no cycle in G going through o. Let L be the set ofoperations
having a data-value d which has a path to o in G, and let R be the set of other operations.
By definition of the left-right constraints G, the partitionL⊎R forms a gap for operation
o.
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Corollary 1. A differentiated history h has a projection h′ such thatlast(h′) = RDeqEmpty

and h′ @ MRDeqEmpty if and only if it has a DeqEmpty operation o and data-values
d1, . . . , dm ∈ Dh such that:

– Enq(d1) happens-before o in h, and
– Enq(di) happens before Deq(di−1) in h for i > 1, and
– o happens-before Deq(dm), or Deq(dm) doesn’t exist in h.

We say that o iscoveredby d1, . . . , dm.

Proof. By definition of the left-right constraints, and following from Lemmas 17 and
18.

Lemma 19. The rule RDeqEmptyis co-regular.

Proof. See Section 4.

8.7 Regularity of theStack rules

Lemma 20. A differentiated history h has a projection h′ such thatlast(h′) = RPushPop

and h′ @ MRPushPopif and only if there exists a projection such thatlast(h′) = RPushPop

and either

– there exists an unmatched Pop(d) operation in h′, or
– there is a Pop(d) which happens-before Push(d) in h′, or
– for all Push(d) operations minimal in h′, there is no gap on Pop(d) in h′ r d.

Proof. Similar to Lemma 17.

Lemma 21. A differentiated history h has a projection h′ such thatlast(h′) = RPushPop

and h′ @ MRPushPopif and only if either:

– there exists an unmatched Pop(d) operation, or
– there is a Pop(d) which happens-before Push(d), or
– there exist a data-value d∈ Dh and data-values d1, . . . , dm ∈ Dh such that
• Push(d) happens-before Push(di) for every i,
• Pop(d) is covered by d1, . . . , dm.

Proof. (⇐) We have three cases to consider

– there exists an unmatchedPop(d) operation: defineh′ = h|{d},
– there is aPop(d) which happens-beforePush(d): defineh′ = h|{d},
– there exist a data-valued ∈ Dh and data-valuesd1, . . . , dm ∈ Dh such that
• Push(d) happens-beforePush(di) for everyi
• Pop(d) is covered byd1, . . . , dm.

Defineh′ = h|{d,d1,...,dm}. We havelast(h′) = RPushPopbecauseh′ doesn’t contain
PopEmptyoperations nor unmatched Push operations. Assume by contradiction
that h′ ⊑ MRPushPop, and letw ∈ MRPushPop such thath′ ⊑ u. SincePush(d)
happens-beforePush(di) (for everyi) the witnessx of w ∈ MRPushPophas to be the
data-valued. This means thatw = Push(d) · u · Pop(d) · v for someu andv with no
unmatchedPush.
Thus, there is a gap on operationPop(d) in h′rd, and thatPop(d) cannot be covered
by d1, . . . , dm.
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(⇒) Let h′ be a projection ofh such thatlast(h′) = RPushPopandh′ @ MRPushPop.
Assume there are no unmatchedPop(d) operation, and that for everyd, Pop(d) doesn’t
happens-beforePush(d). This means thath′ is made of pairs ofPush(d) andPop(d)
operations.

Let Push(d) be a Push operation which is minimal inh′. We know there is one,
because we assumed thatlast(h′) = RPushPop, and we know that there is a Push which
is minimal because for everyd, Pop(d) doesn’t happens-beforePush(d).

By Lemma 20, we know that there is no gap onPop(d). Similarly to Lemma 18 and
Corollary 1, we deduce that there are data-valuesd1, . . . , dm ∈ Dh′ such thatPop(d) is
covered byd1, . . . , dm. Our goal is now to prove that we can choosed andd1, . . . , dm

such that, besides these properties, we also have thatPush(d) happens-beforePush(di)
for everyi. Assume there existsi such thatPush(d) doesn’t happen-beforePush(di). We
have two cases, eitherPop(d) is covered byd1, . . . , di−1, di+1, . . . , dm, in which case we
can just get rid ofdi ; or this is not the case, and we can choose our newd to bedi and
removedi from the list of data-values. We iterate this until we have a data-valued ∈ Dh

such that

– Push(d) happens-beforePush(di) for everyi,
– Pop(d) is covered byd1, . . . , dm.

Lemma 22. The rule RPushPopis co-regular.

Proof. The automaton Fig. 4 recognizes the violations given by Lemma 21. The proof
is then similar to Lemma 19.

Lemma 23. The rule RPush is co-regular.

Proof. We can make a characterization of the violations similar to Lemma 21. This rule
is in a way simpler, because thePushin this rule plays the role of thePopin RPushPop.

Lemma 24. The rule RPopEmptyis co-regular.

Proof. Identical to Lemma 19 (replaceEnqby Push, Deqby Pop, andDeqEmptyby
PopEmpty).

8.8 Regular automata used to prove regularity
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q0 q1 q1 q2 q3

M(3)

call Deq(2)

M(3) M(3) M(3) M(3)

call Enq(1) ret Enq(1) call Enq(2) ret Deq(2)

q4 q5 q6

M(1),M(2) M(1),M(2) M(1),M(2)

call Deq(1)

ret Deq(1) ret Deq(1)

q7 q8

M(2) M(2)

call Deq(1)

ret Deq(1)

Fig. 3.A non-deterministic automaton recognizingREnqDeqviolations. The top branch recognizes
executions which have a Deq with no corresponding Enq. The middle branch recognizes two
Deq’s returning the same value, which is not supposed to happen in a differentiated execution.
The bottom branch recognizes FIFO violations. By the closure properties of implementations, we
can assume thecall Deq(2) are at the beginning.

q0 q1 q2 q3 q4

q5

q6

M(3) M(3) M(3) M(3) M(3)

M(3)

M(3)

call Push(1)

call Push(2) ret Push(2) ret Push(1) call Pop(2) ret Pop(1)

ret Push(1)call Pop(1)

Fig. 4. An automaton recognizingRPushPopviolations. Here we have aPush(2) operation, whose
correspondingPop(2) operation is covered byPush(1)/Pop(1) pairs. ThePush(2) happens-
before all the pairs. Intuitively, the element 2 cannot be popped from theStack there is always at
least an element 1 above it in theStack (regardless of how linearize the execution).
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